LIBERALISM  AND  THE  MONARCHY

3.   GUIZOT 1   AND   THE       DOCTRINAIRES
Guizot is usually classed in a little group or school—com-
prising himself, Serre, Jordan and Royer-Collard—to whom
has been given the name of "Doctrinaire/' but the appellation
is scarcely happy; their "doctrine/' as Michel caustically
remarks, is singularly meagre and is not so much a theory as
a justification of certain things de facto rather than dejure2; and
de Lauris is right in observing that there is far more " doctrine "
in Constant than in any of the famous quartette. Nor were they
strong in logic, if not in dogma: they accept monarchy as a
fact and will not accept it as a principle of government, and,
what is far more serious, they admit the principle of repre-
sentation by elected bodies and deny its logical consequence
—government by a majority and ultimately by public opinion.
So inconsistent are they, so lacking in unity on first principles,
that serious crises found them divided, and that it is scarcely
accurate to group all four under the rubric of " Liberals " :
Jordan and Serre would certainly have objected to the name.
Royer-Collard would not have accepted it without demur,
although he would pass the test of Liberalism as attachment
to the Charter.3
It would be a mistake to take Guizot at his own or his friends'
valuation as the foremost representative of pure Liberal phil-
osophy. He is very far from possessing the logical consistency
1	Francois Guizot  (1787-1874):   civil  servant;   then  professor in the
Sorbonne; Deputy in 1830 ; minister in several cabinets, and ultimately Premier;
retired into private life after 1848. Chief works: Des Moyens de Gouvernement
et d* Opposition (1821), Histoire du Gouvernement reprtsentatif (1821-1822), Du
Gouvernement de la France (i 820), ZW0 Dtmocratieen Trance (i ^^^Mlmoires
pour servir a I*Histoire de won Temps (1875), and many historical works.
2	Michel, op. cit., p* 291.
3	Pierre Royer-Collard (1763-1845): lawyer; member of the Council of
the Five Hundred in 1797 ; Professor of Philosophy in the University of Paris,
1809 ; President of the Public Education Commission and Councillor of State,
1815-1820;  President of the Chamber, 1828;  Deputy, 1830-1842, His
political works are all contained in his speeches, the chief of which were
collected by Barante in his Fie politique de M. Royer-Collard. His views on
sovereignty are discussed at length in Laski's Authority in the Modern State,
chap. iv.
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